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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 4                  story by: Janice Johnston
11 October                                                    script by: Bernagh Brims

A weather programme focusing on rain, and including the water cycle, fog and ice illustrated by 
poems and songs.

Poem

   Dragon Smoke

   Breathe and blow
   White clouds
   With every puff
   It�s cold today
   Cold enough
   To see your breath
   Huff!
   Breathe dragon smoke
   Today!

       By Lilian Moore

Story

As soon as Mum opened the door the rain became even noisier.  It pelted down on the ground so 
hard that it bounced right back up again.  When Craig stepped out his whole head was Þ lled with 
the sound as it banged against his hood.  Needles of water tried to pierce through the rubbery 
material of his jacket, but they slithered off.
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SONG
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SONG

verse 2  The street lights look strange with a fuzzy dim light.
   I can�t see the houses.  You�d think it was night.
   It feels like a cobweb, or inside a tomb,
   this strange and mysterious gloom.

verse 3  The trafÞ c sounds quiet.  My footsteps are slow.
   It�s difÞ cult now to know which way to go.
   It�s strange to feel lost on familiar ground,
   when fog closes in all around.  
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SONG

verse 2  Garden ponds are solid now
   and the Þ shes underwater
   have to stay there anyhow,
   and the thirsty birds peck the ice somehow,
   in the cold and frosty air.

chorus  Whoops-a-dai-sy!
   Better take care.
   The road is sli-ppe-ry there.
   If you want to run you�d be-tter think twice,
   for the road is co-vered with ice. 

verse 3  We can slide and have some fun
   and we try to keep our balance
   and enjoy our skating fun,
   till the ice melts when the winter sun
   thaws the cold and frost air.
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chorus  Whoops-a-dai-sy!
   Better take care.
   The road is sli-ppe-ry there.
   If you want to run you�d be-tter think twice,
   for the road is co-vered with ice. 

Fact File

The Rain Cycle

� The Earth always has about the same amount of water.  It is always on the move - the    
water cycle produces the most obvious types of weather, clouds, fog, rain and snow.

� Every plant and animal needs water to survive.  The water cycle provides the earth with 
a continual supply of fresh water.

� Surface water is heated by the sun, and the top layer evaporates.  This changes into   
vapour.  The water vapour rises in the air and cools down and some of it becomes 
clouds.  Rain falls from some clouds back to land, and the cycle continues.

� Water can be found in three forms, ice, liquid water and water vapour.
� Fog is like a cloud, at ground level.  It is made up of billions of tiny water droplets.  It 

forms when water vapour cools down (which is why it most often forms at night, or in   
the very early morning).  It clears away when the sun warms up the air again.

� Dew is formed when the air has become cold at night and water droplets form on grass 
and leaves.

� Frost is created when the ground freezes hard and droplets of water in it change into 
ice.

After the programme

words for discussion:- evaporate; top �layer�; foggy.

� Discuss/draw simple diagrams of the rain cycle.
� If the weather is cold enough, breathe �dragon smoke�, and explain how the warmth 

of your breath forms a type of �fog� when it mixes with cool air.  (The same thing can  
sometimes be seen when you open the door of a freezer).

� Talk about clouds, and �fog� in a bathroom after a hot bath.
� Talk about being out in the rain.  Have the children ever thought of it as fun, as in the 

story?
� Talk about suitable clothing/footwear for being out in the rain.
� WaterprooÞ ng.  Bring in a variety of materials and fabrics, and discuss which might 

keep you dry in the rain.  Stretch pieces of material over a jam jar and secure with an 
elastic band.  Drip water on to each and see how long it takes for it to soak through.  Put 
the samples in order of most to least waterproof.

� Freezing.  Why do they put salt on the road in winter?  Put two containers with the 
same amount of water in a freezer - one of them having a little salt added.  Which 
freezes faster?
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� Evaporation - do some experiments.

- Using a measuring jug put the same quantity of water into three containers 
with different diameters e.g. a cup, a saucer and a bowl.  Put them on a sunny 
windowsill.  Note which container had the largest water surface.  Check the 
amount of water left in each container by the end of the school day by pouring 
it back into the measuring jug.

- Find an area in the school grounds where a puddle always collects e.g. on 
paving stones or tarmac.  When the rain stops, draw round the puddle with a 
piece of chalk.  Draw another line after an hour, and so on.  Try it in different 
types of weather i.e. the puddle will dry faster on a hot sunny day.

- Put two identical sources of water on a sunny windowsill, and �shade� one 
with a propped up book.  Which evaporates faster?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express thoughts,  
     feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences,   
     literature, media and curricular topics or activities e.g. respond  
     to an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen to and understand a  
     range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented  
     on tape, radio or television.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of   
     purposes and to express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings,  
     describe, narrate.  

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about the weather in  
     their local area; changes in weather through the seasons; how  
     weather effects people�s lives; the weather in other places.

Science 

Interpreting and Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present their Þ ndings using  
     appropriate methods e.g. block graphs, labelled pictures, bar  
     charts etc.
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Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate similarities  
     and differences in materials and objects and sort them according  
     to their properties e.g. those which absorb water and those   
     which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: Þ nd out about the   
     effects of heating and cooling some everyday substances such as  
     water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and record it;  
     help to design an observation sheet and use it to record a set of  
     data leading to a frequency table, and collate and analyse the  
     results.

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore  
     and investigate ways of making sounds; create simple effects  
     using single sounds; select and use sounds to express mood and  
     atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and  
     simple songs; develop an awareness of simple features in songs  
     and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to:  respond imaginatively to   
     a variety of short pieces of music; think and talk about the   
     features and effects of the music they create, perform and listen  
     to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint;  
     make three dimensional structures by assembling, arranging and 
     joining a variety of materials.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 4

MATHS
charts

SCIENCE
the water cycle
evaporation
condensation
freezing
waterproofing
experimentation

ENGLISH
discussion
story comprehension
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